
MARKETING TO THE 
NEW CONSUMER
PART THREE

Taking Advantage of New Marketing  
Touchpoints in the Active Evaluation Stage



For Part Three of this series, we are in the Active Evaluation Stage of the Customer 
Decision Journey. At this point, the customer has already:

1. Recognized the problem.

2. Gained a desire to look for alternatives for solutions to the problem. (Trigger)

3. Considered a few initial brands or products that will solve the problem.  
(Initial Consideration Set)

Now, customers are trying to assess their initially considered set of brands, the 
market, and other resources, such as their peers or online reviews, to determine which 
brand or product will provide the best solution to their problem.
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THE NEW AGE 
OF ACTIVE 
CONSUMERISM
Due to information overload, customers are no 
longer passive but are instead actively taking 
information consumption and product research 
into their own hands. They are paying much less 
attention to one-way communication through 
advertising and are searching for information 
through media sources that they trust and  
find valuable. 

As marketers, this change in customer landscape 
means that we will need to understand how our 
marketing strategy must change to fit this more 
active consumer buying behavior. This guide will 
explain:

•	 Why marketers need to pay more attention to 
engaging consumers in this stage.

•	 What goals should be in this stage.

•	 How to effectively market to these customers.
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WHY SHOULD  
MARKETERS CARE?
Traditionally, in order for brands to be considered for 
purchase by the consumers, they needed to invest a 
huge chunk of their marketing budget in developing and 
broadcasting their advertisements to their target consumers 
through print, broadcast, and radio.

However, as we mentioned in the previous installment, the 
Return on Investment (ROI) on traditional marketing is very 
difficult to measure. Even if we could measure it, the ROI is 
usually relatively low given the fact that it is an interruption-
based medium (where you are advertising to people who may 
not even need or are thinking about buying your product yet). 

When we pair this with the fact that the advertising 
landscape is getting extremely cluttered and customers are 
becoming more desensitized to marketing messages,  
making your brand stand out is getting much more difficult 
and expensive.

Obviously, if you are a small to medium-sized business, it 
would be wise to look for other, perhaps more effective, 
alternatives to marketing and growing your business than 
buying billboards, display advertisements or radio spots. 
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MARKETING TO 
CONSUMERS 
IN THE ACTIVE 
EVALUATION STAGE
As digital media continues to flourish, 
customers are equipped with an incredible 
ability to search for their own information 
through a variety of channels. Within seconds 
they could conduct a Google search to get the 
answers they need. 

This Google search can lead them to review 
sites, social media channels or videos about 
the product. With this change in customer 
behavior, here are some of the implications 
for marketers:
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1.  THE CUSTOMER’S BUYING  
PROCESSES ARE BECOMING  
LONGER AND MORE COMPLEX 

Customers are now going to find more information sources before 
they decide on a purchase. Furthermore, they are also taking a 
longer time to consider their decision since the number of brand 
alternatives has also increased.

2.  A WHOLE NEW PLAYING 
FIELD FOR MARKETERS 

Customers are now going to find more information 
sources before they decide on a purchase. 
Furthermore, they are also taking a longer time to 
consider their decision since the number of brand 
alternatives has also increased.
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3.  LESS EMPHASIS ON 
OUTBOUND MARKETING, MORE 
ON INBOUND MARKETING 

As customers take research into their own hands, marketers should 
be placing much less emphasis on advertising mediums (outbound 
marketing) and focus more on providing the right content at the right 
times in their active evaluation stage (inbound marketing). 
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4.  INBOUND MARKETING IS 
NO LONGER A CHOICE 

Most purchases involve the customer conducting their own 
search at some point. Whether you are selling a massage 
therapy service or a car, customers are looking at various 
sources, such as review sites, blogs or social media to guide 
their purchases.

During this search phase, they are adding and subtracting 
brands from their consideration set. This means that even 
if your brand was one of the initially considered set, there is 
still a high risk of removal during the active evaluation stage.

An effective marketing strategy to customers in this group 
can give marketers significant gains. However, a poor 
strategy, or the lack of one, will set the company back 
because you will be pushed back by brands who are  
involved more heavily in this stage than you are.
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5.  A MORE COST EFFECTIVE 
WAY OF MARKETING 

It has been argued that inbound marketing has the potential to 
yield much higher ROIs than outbound. Although the statistics are 
still inconclusive, this theory makes sense. 

Marketing through inbound means that you are only marketing to 
individuals who have shown interest in purchasing your product. 
This way, you are not paying for impressions that reach customers 
who are not yet ready to buy your products. You are also getting 
much higher conversion rates, since the leads you captured will be 
qualified leads with (Budget, Authority, Need and Time), the four 
categories needed for a high-quality lead.
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WHAT TO SEEK WHEN  
MARKETING TO THIS SEGMENT

STEP 1:  
GETTING INTO THE 
CUSTOMER’S CONSIDERED 
SET OF BRANDS  
(LEAD GENERATION)
As we discussed in Part Two, it can get quite difficult for small 
to medium-sized businesses to build enough brand equity to 
induce recall with a customer’s trigger. But all is not lost; with a 
solid inbound lead generation strategy, your brand can still be 
considered for purchase even if you were not considered during 
the trigger.

How exactly does this work? As customers scour the web for 
new insights on what products or services they should go for, 
a solid inbound strategy will increase the odds of your brand 
popping up in their search. If the value proposition is compelling 
enough, that target will turn into a lead through tactics like Pay 
per Click (PPC) or SEO’s organic traffic.
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STEP 2:  
NURTURING YOUR 
PROSPECTS INTO 
CUSTOMERS  
(LEAD NURTURING)
Once the customer has established interest in your brand, 
your goal is to nurture these prospects by giving them the 
information they need, in a way that is better and faster than 
your competitors, until they are willing to become your customer. 

This stage is especially important for brands that are involved 
in complex purchases, like automobiles or specialized medical 
treatments (e.g., transplant services).

The idea is to understand these stages and the questions 
associated with each that your customers go through 
before purchase. Then, you will want to distribute the right 
content, at the right times, through the right media so that, 
not only is your brand solving their pain points, but it is also 
being kept at the top of the customers’ minds.

WHAT TO SEEK WHEN MARKETING TO THIS SEGMENT
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TIPS FOR SUCCESS
It is obvious that marketers have a lot to gain (or lose) when 
marketing to consumers at this stage of the buying cycle. So 
what are some of the things you should be doing to ensure 
success? Here are six phases to create an effective inbound 
marketing strategy, execution and measurement:

PHASE 1:  
UNDERSTAND YOUR BUYERS
Before we embark on creating tactical plans for your inbound 
marketing strategy, it is important to understand the purchasing 
behavior of your buyers. In this phase, you will want to 
develop comprehensive buyer personas that include not only 
demographic information, but also:

•	 Primary pain points (what problem can your product 
or service solve?)

•	 Motivators (what benefits would compel them to act?)

•	 Influencers (which media or people influence them most?)
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PHASE 2:  
MAPPING & CHARTING BUYING 
CYCLE STAGES
Once your general buyer personas are developed, you want to get even 
more granular, to the specifics of their desires and pain points at different 
stages of the buying cycle. Doing so will allow you to understand what your 
customers truly need at each stage of their buying process.

MAPPING THE BUYING PROCESS

A good start to doing this is to map their buying 
cycle stages. When mapping these stages, here 
are some questions you can ask:

•	 How long is their overall buying process?

•	 How many stages do they have, and what are 
the stages they go through from awareness 
of your product to purchase?

•	 What is the length of time spent on each of 
these stages?

•	 How complex is their search process in 
each of the stages? (How many sources of 
information do they need before moving on?)

CHARTING THE BUYING PROCESS

Once a general map is established, you want 
to chart what their pain points, motivators 
and influencers are, or find out the types of 
information that they are seeking for each stage. 
Here are some questions you want to ask:

•	 What is the audience looking for specifically? 
(e.g., Information? Product Prices? Product 
Alternatives?)

•	 What pieces of information are they currently 
lacking that prevent them from moving 
through your funnel?

See the following page for an example of how your buying cycle chart will look:

TIPS FOR SUCCESS
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TIPS FOR SUCCESS

NOT IN 
THE MARKET

Observe 
Market Trends

Track 
Competitive 
Activity

STIMULATED

Event Occurs

Problem 
Surfaces

Problem 
Studied

Consequences
of Problem 
Identified

Is it worth 
solving?

Can it be 
solved?

What options 
are available?

PROBLEM 
DEFINITION

Indentify and 
involve 
stakeholders

Research 
possible 
search 
questions

Establish 
functional 
requirements

Draft ROI

OPTIONS

Explore 
promising 
options

Narrow down 
the list 
of options

Reconfirm 
functional 
requirements

Refine the 
business case

EVALUATION

Conduct 
detailed 
evaluation of 
short-listed 
options

Secure 
stakeholder 
consensus 
about 
preferred 
option

Finalize the 
business case

PREFERRED 
RECOMENDATION

Finalize 
contractual 
and 
commercial 
terms

Check 
references

Reconfirm 
decision

Finalize 
internal 
request to 
purchase

FINAL 
APPROVAL

Submit final 
proposal to 
formal 
approval 
process

IMPLEMENTATION

Implement 
chosen 
solution

Achieve 
expected 
benefits

Validate 
decison 
to buy

PRE-INBOUND INBOUND MARKETING BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT CUSTOMER

THE BUYING CYCLE

PHASE 2: MAPPING & CHARTING BUYING CYCLE STAGES
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TIPS FOR SUCCESS

PHASE 3:  
PLANNING CONTENT AROUND 
BUYING CYCLE STAGES
After you have mapped and gained an understanding of your customers as 
they progress through the buying cycle stages, plan your content around it. 

•	 What media should my content come in?  
(Blogs, white papers, guides, videos, etc.)

•	 What topics would resonate with prospects in this stage?  
(Product comparisons, pricing sheets and cost/benefit analysis)

•	 How much specificity and industry terms can I include in my content?

•	 What are some possible topics that I can develop?
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PHASE 4:  
MAP & CHART LEAD SCORING 
& NURTURING FRAMEWORK
The primary goal of your inbound marketing efforts is to nurture 
your leads until they become a high-quality prospect and, 
ultimately, your customer. You should be tracking their interactions 
with your brand and giving them the appropriate content after 
each action at all times.

LEAD SCORING

Each interaction (content downloads, blog post reads, 
multiple page visits) a prospect has with your brand 
signifies their interest and growth in familiarity with 
your brand. They are one step closer to purchase. 

Lead scoring simply refers to the marketer’s efforts 
in quantifying this level of interest and familiarity with 
the product. For instance, you could give 15 points to 
someone who downloaded your guide on “10 Steps 
to Finding Your Dream Car” and another five points for 
viewing your product page.

These points will accumulate and signify how ready, or how close, 
they are to purchase.

TIPS FOR SUCCESS
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PHASE 4: MAP & CHART LEAD SCORING & NURTURING FRAMEWORKTIPS FOR SUCCESS

LEAD NURTURING FRAMEWORK

With your lead-scoring system developed, define the scoring milestones of your inbound marketing 
strategy. For example, you may want to decide that the 40-point threshold is enough to conduct your 
first screening call with the prospect. Or you may decide that when a prospect has accumulated 100 
points, he/she is probably ready for purchase, and you can hand this prospect over to your sales team.

CONSIDER MARKETING AUTOMATION

For these brands involved in either large-scale lead nurturing (many contacts to deal with) or a complex 
buying cycle (many touch points needed before a purchase), it is highly recommended to use marketing 
automation to support your inbound marketing efforts. 

Marketing automation software, such as Marketo, essentially allow you to easily track the different 
touch points you have with your customers and will automatically score them according to activities. 

As your prospects interact with different parts of your marketing, they will automatically segment 
and re-segment them, so that you will always be giving them the most relevant content at the most 
appropriate times. 

For example, if a prospect who showed interest in your social media articles downloads a guide on 
content marketing, the automation software will automatically add him/her to a bucket where he will 
receive content aligning to his interests.

This automation will also save your business from the time you would have to spend manually keeping 
track or updating these contacts, and it will save you from the risk of mis-categorizing your leads.
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TIPS FOR SUCCESS

PHASE 5: GET YOUR 
EXECUTION TEAM ON 
THE SAME PAGE
At this point, your planning stages are complete. The 
next step is to brief your team on the strategy and make 
sure that all team members are clear on what their roles 
are at each stage of the inbound marketing process. It’s 
important that everyone be clear about:

•	 The overall goal of your inbound marketing strategy.

•	 How your inbound marketing framework is structured.

•	 Your buyer personas and their buying cycle stages.

•	 How your lead scoring system works and what this 
means for the sales team.
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PHASE 6: NEVER STOP 
MEASURING & TESTING
Even if you have done thorough research on your 
buyers and understand what they want, there will still 
be some unanswered questions. There is also a good 
chance that buyer behavior will change with time. 

Your inbound marketing framework will probably 
consist of many moving parts, and each of them will 
need to be constantly measured and tested. Failing 
to do so will prevent you from identifying the 
bottlenecks within your integrated inbound 
marketing strategy.

Test everything, from headlines in your content 
to the colors in your landing pages and the images 
presented in your display advertisements. 

Although this will take a lot of time, it will be your 
brand’s only way to achieve continuous improvement 
in your inbound marketing strategy. 
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MOVING BEYOND THE 
ACTIVE EVALUATION STAGE
To summarize, the ideas and tips presented in this guide will give 
you the tools and insights you need to effectively move your 
prospects across the active evaluation stage and bring them to 
the next one: the conversion stage. 

As with any other marketing that you do, creating a sustainable 
and profitable inbound marketing strategy will take some time. 
Inbound marketing involves a lot of people and moving parts 
that will require experience to get it right.

It is important that, before thinking about an inbound strategy, 
marketers conduct comprehensive research on their buyers so 
that they will at least start on the right foot and continually test 
and improve the structure. 

Part Four of this series will discuss the conversion stage, 
including tips on how marketers can optimize their conversion 
processes given the cluttered brick-and-mortar and  
ecommerce landscape.
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